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Abstract
Part of the Cognitive Case Study Series from Cabrera Research Lab, this case
critically examines classificatory phenomena such as categories, taxonomies,
pyramids, directories, and hierarchies. Although ubiquitous and admittedly
useful for reducing the cognitive burden of dealing with large amounts of
information, categories and the like must be used carefully, recognizing that
they are merely part-whole groupings made from a particular perspective or
perspectives. “Splitters, Lumpers, and Framers” walks through several
examples of classificatory schemes gone wrong and details the negative
consequences (intellectual, political, social, psychological, etc.) of their use.
A “cognitive case study”—inspired by the cases used in business and policy
schools that involve students in real-world problem solving—is designed to
engage students in metacognition (thinking about thinking). Cognitive cases
introduce the cognitive patterns underlying our mental models, and then
encourage us to explore how our and others’ mental models affect our emotions,
behavior, action, and even our reality. These cases explore a broad range of
topics, from politics to social issues to the physical sciences to everyday
phenomena, with the purpose of enabling readers to see the cognitive structures
at play across a variety of realms.
..............................................................................
“When you change the way you look at things, the things you look
at change.”

Splitters and Lumpers...and Framers

1

There’s an old saying that there are really only two kinds of scientists: splitters
and lumpers. Splitters are the reductionists who split stuff up into parts.
Lumpers are the holists who go around lumping parts together into wholes. In
today’s more complex and dynamic sciences and in society writ large, we need a
new kind of amphibious thinker: the splumper.
But even splumping isn’t enough, because sets, or groups of things or ideas,
are always in the eye of the beholder. It is critical to understand that when we
organize any parts into wholes, we always do so from some particular
perspective(s). However, we often use and accept preexisting groupings without
interrogating the perspective(s) from which they were organized. This is seen in
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many categorizations, taxonomies, paradigms, and other organizing schemes.
To organize a system (a group of parts into a whole) without consciousness
(and ideally, articulation) of the perspective(s) employed can be thought of as
categorization bias. In this sense, we need more than mere slumpers, we need
splumpers who are also deliberate framers—conscious perspective-taking
organizers of part-whole systems.
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Figure 1. Learn to see the frame (perspective) whenever parts and wholes are
organized.
A simple rule of thumb in metacognition and systems thinking then, is to
look for the underlying perspective by which any system is organized—whether
the grouping is someone else’s and the perspective has been left implicit, or
whether the grouping is of your own making. Of course, when you are the
author of the system, it is always advisable to make the organizing perspective
explicit.

The Problem with Categories, Taxonomies,
Pyramids, Directories, and Hierarchies

1

While many cognitive scientists
consider categories to be basal
cognitive structures, they are not.
This case explains that categories
are in fact part-whole systems created from a particular perspective.
To be even more precise, the four
underlying structures of cognition–
to make distinctions and to recognize systems, relationships, and
perspectives or DSRP–are all utilized in categorization.
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The upside to categories, taxonomies, pyramids, directories, and hierarchies is
that they are popular and often useful, in that they are memorable, easy to use,
and persistent. The downside, however, is that they are also often wrong. To
be clear, we should say not that they are wrong, but alternatively that they are
not right.
In other words, while they do provide one perspective on how one might go
about organizing a given set of things or ideas, they often give the impression
that this is the way that things and ideas are organized—even when these same
set of things or ideas could be organized differently. The problem then with
categories, taxonomies, pyramids, directories, and hierarchies is not that they
organize things or ideas, but that they don’t make explicit the perspective or
frame from which the organization occurred.1

The Button Experiment: Organizing Requires Perspective
An important cognitive principle can be gleaned from a simple thought
experiment. Get a diverse array of buttons and put them on a table.
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Figure 2. How many ways can we organize them?

Figure 3: Perspective determines what
you see.

Now organize the buttons. You’ll find that no matter how you choose to
organize them, two things will occur: (1) a perspective will be chosen, and (2)
groups of buttons will form based on that perspective. So, for example, you
might begin by separating out all the red buttons, then blue, then black. You
end up with a pile of buttons organized into groups according to the
perspective of color. But change the perspective to size and you’ll end up with
an entirely different set of groupings. Generally speaking, we call these
groupings part-whole systems because each button is one part of the whole
group, making up little subsystems of buttons. The frame (organizing principle)
by which we organize these buttons is called perspective.

Examples of Perspective Taking at Work

2

1. mouth, 2. eye, 3. gill rakers, 4. gill,
5. ventral aorta, 6. heart, 7. liver, 8.
kidney, 9. swim bladder, 10. dorsal fin,
11. neural spine, 12. vertebrae, 13.
caudal fin, 14. haemal spine, 15. anal
fin, 16. anus, 17. gonad, 18. intestine
3

The important principle here is that in any situation where we are tasked with
organizing some set of things—any things—we are making part-whole systems
based on a perspective. Of course, organizing things is something we are doing
all the time and the particular organizing perspective we take determines what
we see, how things are organized, and even how we interpret reality. The
following examples illustrate the phenomenon.
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Let’s take a relatively simple example of how the parts of the system that we
identify change when we shift the perspective from which we are viewing the
system. In figure 4 you can see two antique specimens of carp (Carassius
auratus). In the specimen labelled “Fish Dissection,” 18 parts are labeled,2
whereas in the specimen labeled “Fish Skeleton,” 9 parts are identified.3
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Fish Anatomy

1. frontal, 2. centrum of vertebre, 3.
ventral ribs, 4. pectoral fin, 5. pectoral
girdle , 6. basipterygia, 7. pelvic fin, 8.
dorsal fin, 9. anal fin, 10. caudal fin
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Figure 4. The parts of a carp from two perspectives.
How do we reconcile the fact that one specimen of carp has 18 parts and the
other only 9? How were these particular parts chosen? And what about all the
parts that aren’t labeled? The answer is: perspective. Even though not
identified (made explicit) in these specimens, a perspective does exist. So what
is it? One could assume that the dissection specimen is taking the perspective
of the “body of the fish,” “the fleshy bits,” “organs, muscles, etc.” and that
would explain the 18 parts that were included, but it doesn’t explain the
thousands of parts and parts-of-parts that were not included. What determines
what’s in and what’s out? In this case, as in the skeleton example as well, there
is another part of the perspective beyond just the fleshy bits—something akin
to “basic anatomy for some defined level of understanding (say high school).”
So the perspective, if we were to make it fully explicit, would look something
like this:
the parts of a carp from the perspective of the “body, fleshy bits,
organs, muscles, etc., of the fish for a high school-level audience”
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Figure 5. A fish and its parts, but from which perspective?
Whereas for the fish in figure 5, the perspective made explicit would look
something like this:
the parts of a carp from the perspective of the “basic features of the
body of the fish for grade-schoolers”

4

MetaMap is a cloud-based software that utilizes DSRP rules to
map phenomena of any degree of
complexity.
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Comparing figure 5 to figure 4, we can see that perspective limits the parts
that are seen; because the perspective includes grade-schoolers, the parts that
are included will be limited to less technical terms, more basic structures, and
fewer parts numerically.
Visualizing mental models using DSRP (and MetaMap4 ) makes these
hidden variables explicit. The metamap in figure 6 shows the fish dissection
concept where the perspectives at play are identified with an eyeball icon (?)
in the lower right corner of the boxes and systems are denoted with the
down-caret (û)in the lower left hand corner.

Figure 6. Metamap of structure underlying fish mental model, revealing
perspective.
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Hierarchies and Pyramids
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Figure 7 illustrates the most popular way to organize people in an organization:
hierarchically. The black relational lines signify part-whole organization: who
reports to whom. But it also shows that there are other ways to think about
how these people relate and are therefore organized (in this case by myriad, and
sometimes salacious, social dynamics). As is the case with nearly all categories,
taxonomies, pyramids, directories, and hierarchies, the best way to organize
parts depends on the dictates of a situation or the purpose of the organizer.
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Figure 7. Two perspectives on organization: hierarchy versus social dynamics.
Pyramidal models are especially popular in the social sciences (perhaps a
leftover from early pyramidal metaphors of social organization). Yet again, the
problem with these models isn’t that they organize, but that they ignore the
perspective that frames such an organization and give the user the impression
that this is the correct way things are organized. Especially where complex
psychological and social phenomena are concerned, pyramids rarely capture the
dynamic, intricate, and adaptive nature of such phenomena; and, as is the case
with both Bloom’s Taxonomy [1] [2] and Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs [3] [4],
over time they are often shown to be of questionable scientific validity. For
example, Wheeler describes widespread criticism of Bloom’s taxonomic pyramid,
which “was originally presented as a progressive linear sequence. Portraying the
6 levels of attainment in this manner only serves to reinforce the prescriptive,
sequential and reductionist nature of Bloom’s Cognitive taxonomy.” [5]
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Figure 8. Two popular taxonomic pyramids, both of questionable scientific
validity.
Another popular pyramidal taxonomy—the USDA Food Pyramid—educated
generations of US citizens about how to eat. Today, we have learned more
about nutrition and our government advocates an entirely new part-whole
configuration: MyPlate. Although we may have learned a lesson about
nutrition, we have yet to understand the perils entailed in organizing
part-whole systems without interrogating the underlying perspective. Also,
while recognizing it as an advance over the food pyramid, critics have decried
the influence of commercial/industry perspectives on MyPlate. Harvard’s
School of Public Health offers an alternative, the “Healthy Eating Plate,” which
they argue is “based exclusively on the best available science and was not
subjected to political or commercial pressures from food industry lobbyists.” [6]
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Figure 9. Evolving perspectives: Food Pyramid versus Healthy Plate
In general when we categorize, there’s a fair amount of additional context
that is left implicit. This context, if ignored, can leave novice learners with the
mistaken impression that either (1) this is all there is, or (2) this is how things
are. Let’s take a look at how forgetting to mention the perspectival context in
which things are organized can lead to a lack of understanding or even a lack of
motivation.

Bullet Points in Presentations
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Examples of categorization, or organizing the parts of a system into a whole
according to a particular perspective, can be found in the most mundane of
places. For example, look no further than the bullet point lists ubiquitous in
almost all public presentations (e.g., PowerPoint slides). The act of making a
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bullet point list entails designating the bulleted items as parts of a whole (that
whole being the sentence/phrase/title immediately above the bullet points). In
other words, every bullet point list (or outline) is simply a system of part-whole
groupings—the title (whole) is made up of the first level of bullets (parts) and
secondary and tertiary bullets (which are smaller and further indented) indicate
subsystems.
In The Cognitive Style of PowerPoint, [7] Edward Tufte describes how
PowerPoint actually leads people to create uninformative and even misleading
presentations. [8] He singles out PowerPoint’s preeminent feature, the
hierarchical bullet list, arguing it “dilutes thought.” [8] Noting that we typically
make bullet lists lacking in syntactic and intellectual discipline, Tufte argues:
For the naive, bullet lists may create the appearance of hard-headed
organized thought. But in the reality of day-to-day practice, the
[PowerPoint] cognitive style is faux-analytical, with a bias toward
promoting effects without causes. [7]
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What Tufte is arguing is that the relationships implied by the hierarchical
bullet list are often unintentional and/or unfounded. We can add to Tufte’s
critique that the cognitive style of PowerPoint also encourages its users not to
take into account perspectives in their part-whole systems. If we are to use the
bullet list, we ought to do so metacognitively, with awareness of the
relationships and perspectives implied in its hierarchical structure. For example,
we should always ask ourselves, “what is the underlying perspective that
dictates that the bullets are parts of the preceding text (the whole)?”

Design Thinking: Enter the Perspective
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Part-whole organization according to perspective is universally important and
therefore relevant to any practitioner in any domain. In figure 10 you can see a
metamap showing two perspectives (Designer and User) on a “widget.” The
User perspective is highlighted, showing the parts of the whole that are relevant
and therefore “seen” from their perspective. MetaMap promotes the inclusion
of differing perspectives by allowing distinctions, part-whole systems, and
relationships to be different when viewed from one perspective or another. In
this case, the User is mostly concerned with (i.e., “sees”) the widget for its ease
of use, usefulness, and cost, but cares little or not at all for profit margins,
obsolescence, and materials (all things the designer needs to consider). In the
new approach to design called “Design Thinking,” it is critically important for
the designer to first and foremost take the perspective of the user (what in
Design Thinking circles is called “empathizing with the user”). This focus on
empathy means that the designer must distinguish between their own
perspective of the user’s perspective and the user’s perspective, and ensures
that the latter is prioritized over the former.
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Life
Domain
Kingdom
Phylum
Class
Order
Family
Genus
Species
Figure 11: 26 scientifically valid ways
(perspectives) to organize living things
(see table 2)

Figure 10. A widget from two perspectives: User and Designer.

Delving into Biological Classification and the Species
Concept
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Many American students will remember a mnemonic device (see table 1)
taught to help them recall the Linnaean hierarchical system of classifying living
things. This system, depicted in the familiar diagram at left, shows the taxa of
the classification system, with each taxon below being a subdivision of the
taxon above it (e.g., species is a subdivision of genus).

Mnemonic

Zoology term

Kings

Kingdom

Play

Phylum

Chess

Class

On

Order

Fridays

Family

Generally

Genus

Speaking

Species

177
178
179
180
181

Table 1. Zoology mnemonic for the Species Concept
Most students who don’t go on to pursue a career in biology will leave their
high school or college bio course understanding that life is thus structured.
Because we teach it as such, students believe it to be scientific fact. No one
tells them that this particular way of organizing the myriad living organisms
that make up life on this planet is just one way of doing so and that others
exist. The truth is, we can organize living things, or any set of things, in many
ways based on whichever perspective(s) we deem relevant.
The “species concept”—considered to be the most basic category of
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classification in biology—provides a great example. In the Linnaean system,
species are grouped according to whether they are similar enough to produce
fertile offspring. However, there are at least 26 other scientifically valid ways to
do so (see table 2). As Berkeley’s “Understanding Evolution” website explains,
the choice of species concept by a researcher “reflects his or her research
focus...For most purposes and for communication with the general public, the
biological species concept is used.” [9]
A much more accurate understanding of how life is organized and how its
most basic classification unit, the species, may be organized comes from
presenting the full diversity of interpretations that exist in the scientific
community and the contextual and explanatory variables that undergird these
interpretations. A teacher might instead present the following summary
statement:
What are species, exactly? There are many definitions for the
concept of species. There is no universal species concept—one that
applies to all organisms. Instead, scientists have been proposing
different species concepts for years, and each is based on slightly
different biological reasoning. There’s the genealogical species
concept, the cohesion species concept, genotypic cluster species
concept, and more. [10]
Unfortunately, teaching just the biological species concept leads students to
believe that we have already discovered and organized knowledge about species
and no further work is needed, which could not be further from the truth. We
need to learn to teach that every act of organization, classification, and
categorization is inextricably linked to perspective taking. Teaching perspective
along with systems is both more contextually situated, more accurate, and
more motivating for learners.
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1. Agamospecies

14. Genotypic cluster

2. Autapomorphic species

15. Hennigian species

3. Biospecies

16. Internodal species

4. Cladospecies

17. Least Inclusive Taxonomic Unit

5. Cohesion species

18. Morphospecies

6. Compilospecies

19. Non-dimensional species

7. Composite Species

20. Nothospecies

8. Ecospecies

21. Phylogenetic Taxon species

9. Evolutionary species

22. Phenospecies

10. Evolutionary significant unit

23. Recognition species

11. Genealogical concordance species

24. Reproductive competition species

12. Genic species

25. Successional species

13. Genetic species

26. Taxonomic species

Table 2. 26 scientifically valid perspectives from which to organize species [11]

Dolphins, Taking New Perspectives, and Knowledge
Generation
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Many of the different perspectives or bases for identifying species arose due to
the discovery of animals or plants that defied existing classificatory schemes.
One such example comes from Charlton-Robb and colleagues [12], who study
the classification of dolphins. They explain that the ”genus Tursiops [known as
the bottlenose dolphin] has been plagued with controversy with historically
upwards of 20 species described.” [12] Driven by the accumulation of
morphological reports indicating important distinctions within previously
identified species, these scientists decided to examine the bottlenose dolphin
from two new perspectives: (a) ”the macro-morphological, colouration and
cranial characters of these animals” and (b) ”available and new genetic
data.” [12] In doing so, they ”conclude that multiple lines of evidence clearly
indicate a new species of dolphin.” [12] This new species, the southern
Australian bottlenose dolphin (SABD), ”does not associate unambiguously with
any described genus, and particularly not with either recognised species of
’bottlenose dolphin’ in the genus Tursiops.” [12] The above example is
indicative of the power of perspective taking to generate new knowledge;
conversely, it shows how unquestioning acceptance of existing categories can
perpetuate misunderstanding and deter necessary scientific exploration.
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Yahoo! and the Early Days of Internet
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In the early days of the Internet, Yahoo! developed a hierarchical
directory-style search of webpages, almost ensuring that no one could find
anything. As explained in a blog on the subject of categorization:
You may or may not remember the web before Google. Consider
yourself lucky if you don’t remember it. Yahoo, one of the first
search engines to crawl the web, organized things into categorical
directories.The net result was that when you searched for something,
you never found it. Instead, drilling down into part-whole structure
led to a terminal end (a category cul de sac) which was far afield
from where you started and almost always irrelevant. [13]
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Figure 12. Early Internet Yahoo! Directory Structure
As it turns out, the problem with directory structures in searching the
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Internet is that they are perspectival. That is, the directory structure may be
meaningful to those who create the structure, but may be unknown to or
unsuitable for another person. The problem is compounded when large
quantities of information are at play. We’ve all experienced that with many
files stored on one’s desktop, organized into folders and subfolders, it can be
difficult to remember the frame of mind one was in when initially placing a file
in a particular folder. Later, under a different mindset or perspective, it’s not
altogether clear where that file might be stored. In this case, the you that
stored the file and the you that is searching for it are two different perspectival
yous. This is in large part the reason why both the Internet and personal file
storage now relies on keyword searches rather than directory structures.

Gerrymandering: Manipulating Part-Whole Organization
from a Biased Perspective
Part-whole organization is so simple and mundane a cognitive act, that it is
difficult to imagine it being used for malevolent ends. While categorization bias
can certainly be inadvertent and innocuous, it can also have a dark underbelly.
An excellent example of using a particular part-whole organization to achieve a
nefarious end is gerrymandering.
To gerrymander means to purposefully construct and/or alter the
boundaries of a part—specifically, a geographic electoral unit—in order to favor
one group over another. In the United States, unfortunately, we see many
examples of historical and present-day gerrymandering, particularly at the state
level and below.
Gerrymandering—the organization and reorganization of parts into different
wholes for the purpose of advantaging one group—has been used in the United
States to disempower and empower minorities, to augment the representation of
one political party over another in an electoral body, and also by incumbents to
retain their positions of power.
The Washington Post published an article that contains a helpful visual for
understanding how gerrymandering works. [14] Figure 13 shows how changing
the parts that constitute the whole (essentially regrouping constituents) is in
and of itself sufficient to change an electoral outcome.
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Figure 13. Gerrymandering explained [14]
In an article titled, ”The effect of gerrymandering in four states exceeds that
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of population clustering in all 50 states,” the authors explain that rural-urban
divides that typically correspond with party choice are being overshadowed in
some ways by the effect of politically motivated construction of part-whole
systems based on party perspective. [15] Wang [15] expounds the issue, noting
that most believe:

Figure 14: US Congress: Part-whole organization schemes like gerrymandering
can be incredibly consequential

...that the predominant force in partisan asymmetry is population
clustering: groups that tilt Democratic are clustered into cities,
generating a natural packing effect. A clustering effect certainly
exists. However, as of 2012-2014, this effect has become secondary
to gerrymandering in a handful of states.
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Sadly, politicians have long shown a lack of restraint in their efforts to
reconfigure the parts of a whole for political purposes, as seen in some of the
unabashedly absurd shapes created for electoral gain in Figure 15.

Conclusion

Figure 15: The Rorschach-like districts
created by gerrymandering
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We began this case with a simple and benign experiment (organizing buttons)
to show how perspective is part and parcel of organizing the parts of a system
(and systems into larger wholes, as well). We then gave several examples that
illustrated how perspective taking affects the organization of systems. One of
these cases—Design Thinking—is an encouraging example of the careful
consideration of perspectives when organizing parts into wholes. Finally, we
ended the case with an example of perspective-driven part-whole organization
(gerrymandering) that can be particularly pernicious in its consequences (i.e.,
manipulating electoral outcomes and impeding the will of voters).
Perspective taking and the creation of part-whole systems are inextricably
linked cognitive functions, for better or worse. It is imperative that we are ever
mindful of their interrelation. Additionally, we can be on guard for some of the
more significant consequences that may attend the blind use of all
categorization:
• categories have real-life consequences for individuals and groups of
individuals
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• The perspective from which items are classified may obscure and omit
important characteristics of all phenomena, thereby limiting both our
understanding and our curiosity
• The perspective behind classification may reflect political or other
motivations contrary to the advancement of knowledge
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In the end, we see that categories, taxonomies, pyramids, directories, and
hierarchies are all forms of organizing the parts of a whole. But what is
typically omitted is of paramount importance...from which perspective(s)?
Cognitively speaking, splitting and lumping will always be important, but the
future requires Splumpers who are also conscious Framers.
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Poster Summarizing SP
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A poster summarizing a few of the examples from this case is available here.
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Questions
THE POWER OF PERSPECTIVE
Categorization (i.e., to organize ideas or objects into a part-whole system) can lead
to costly thinking errors. The problem is that every category is based on one implicit
perspective but there are many perspectives possible. Change your perspective and you
change how the part-whole system gets organized.

These eight shapes can be grouped in different ways depending on perspective.
View the examples below to see how many more possibilities you can find.

Squares

Orange dots

Circles

White dots

Light backgrounds

Light background
w/ orange dots

Dark backgrounds

Light background
w/ white dots

Dark background
w/ orange dots

Dark background
w/ white dots

Squares w/
orange dots

Squares w/
white dots

Circles w/
orange dots

Circles w/
white dots

Light background
circles w/ dots

Dark background
circles w/ dots

Light background
squares w/ dots

Dark background
squares w/ dots

Dark background
circles w/ orange dots
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• How often do you see part-whole organization around you?
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• How often is the perspective of a part-whole system made clear or
explicit?
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• What are some ways that you can be sure to explicate the perspective(s)
that lead to part-whole systems in your writing? Graphics? Tables?
Presentations?
• How does leaving out the perspective(s) in part-whole groupings decrease
innovation?
• Are there situations where leaving out the perspective is extremely
consequential?
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Dark background
circles w/ white dots

Others

?
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Figure 16: Poster summarizing Systems
and Perspectives

Task

336

• Look for either negative or positive examples in your own disciplinary or
topical area of “categorization bias” and write a cognitive case.
..............................................................................
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